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Geography Boot Camp 

    

GO TO EDMODO and follow the instructions to watch videos to answer the questions.GO TO EDMODO and follow the instructions to watch videos to answer the questions.GO TO EDMODO and follow the instructions to watch videos to answer the questions.GO TO EDMODO and follow the instructions to watch videos to answer the questions.    

Then click to openThen click to openThen click to openThen click to open    the Map Projection videothe Map Projection videothe Map Projection videothe Map Projection video, it may download, double click to play, & answer questions, it may download, double click to play, & answer questions, it may download, double click to play, & answer questions, it may download, double click to play, & answer questions    

Name 3 map projections from the book (page 17) 

a.   

b.   

c.   

Watch the Learn About Planet Earth videoWatch the Learn About Planet Earth videoWatch the Learn About Planet Earth videoWatch the Learn About Planet Earth video    

2. Zero degrees Longitude is called   

3. Zero degrees Latitude is called   

4. 90 degrees North is the   

5. 90 degrees South is the   

6. New Delhi is located at   N and   E 

7. To make it more accurate, we use   and   

8. There are   between each degree and   between each minute line 

9. Exact location of New Delhi =    

10. What city is at 12 degrees 57’ N and 77 degrees 37’ E    

Now watch the Longitude and Latitude video and enjoy!Now watch the Longitude and Latitude video and enjoy!Now watch the Longitude and Latitude video and enjoy!Now watch the Longitude and Latitude video and enjoy!        and use the book page 16 to answer also!!!!!and use the book page 16 to answer also!!!!!and use the book page 16 to answer also!!!!!and use the book page 16 to answer also!!!!!    

11. What are the Cardinal Directions on Earth (hint: Never Eat Soggy Waffles!)   

12. Lines of Longitude RUN RUN RUN RUN         (which direction) 

13. Lines of Latitude RUN RUN RUN RUN         (which direction) 

14. Lines of Longitude MEASURE DISTANCES from MEASURE DISTANCES from MEASURE DISTANCES from MEASURE DISTANCES from          

15. Lines of Latitude MEASURE DISTANCE from MEASURE DISTANCE from MEASURE DISTANCE from MEASURE DISTANCE from          

    

Now watch the Video onNow watch the Video onNow watch the Video onNow watch the Video on    Edmodo titled LEARN ABOUT CONTINENTS and write info about each Continent!Edmodo titled LEARN ABOUT CONTINENTS and write info about each Continent!Edmodo titled LEARN ABOUT CONTINENTS and write info about each Continent!Edmodo titled LEARN ABOUT CONTINENTS and write info about each Continent! 

16. North America     

17. Antarctica     

18. Asia     

19. Australia     



Number   

Name       

Watch the Mr. D’s Class videoWatch the Mr. D’s Class videoWatch the Mr. D’s Class videoWatch the Mr. D’s Class video    

20. What is a primary source?   

21. Give me 2 examples of a primary source    

22. What is a secondary source?    

23. 2 examples of a secondary source    

Now watch the Lascaux Cave video Now watch the Lascaux Cave video Now watch the Lascaux Cave video Now watch the Lascaux Cave video     

24. What purpose did Cave Paintings have?    

25. What is a shaman?     

Name several hominids below and just a little info about themName several hominids below and just a little info about themName several hominids below and just a little info about themName several hominids below and just a little info about them 

26.      

27.      

28.     

29.     

Label this map with the following:  Label this map with the following:  Label this map with the following:  Label this map with the following:  Equator, Prime Meridian, Cardinal Directions (NEWS), the continents, 

the oceans and try to label the DEGREES OF LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. 

 


